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ABSTRACT

Contribution: This paper designs a learning and training platform that can systematically help radiologists learn
automated medical image analysis technology. The platform can help radiologists master deep learning theories
and medical applications such as the three-dimensional medical decision support system, and strengthen the
teaching practice of deep learning related courses in hospitals, so as to help doctors better understand deep learning
knowledge and improve the efficiency of auxiliary diagnosis. Background: In recent years, deep learning has been
widely used in academia, industry, andmedicine. An increasing number of companies are starting to recruit a large
number of professionals in the field of deep learning. Increasing numbers of colleges and universities also offer
courses related to deep learning to help radiologists learn automated medical image analysis techniques. For now,
however, there is no practical training platform that can help radiologists learn automated medical image analysis
systematically. ApplicationDesign: The platform proposes the basic learning, model combat, business application
(BMR) concept, including the learning guidance system and the assessment training system, which constitutes
a closed-loop learning guidance mode of “learning-assessment-training-learning”. Findings: The survey results
show that most of radiologists met their learning expectations by using this platform. The platform can help
radiologists master deep learning techniques quickly, comprehensively and firmly.
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1 Introduction

In recent years, deep learning has developed rapidly in academia and industry, especially in
the fields of speech recognition, image recognition and natural language processing [1] because
deep learning can achieve precision that is unmatched by traditional methods. Since 2012, deep
learning has broken through the bottleneck of traditional image recognition technology and won
the championship of the ImageNet Large-scale Visual Recognition Challenge (ILSCRC) compe-
tition [2]. Deep learning can be applied to an increasing number of fields. Deep learning will
continue to break through the bottleneck of traditional technology and will be applied to many
fields, such as genetic technology [3], personalized medicine [4–6], self-media [7], public safety [8,9],
art [10], and finance [11].

Deep learning has greatly promoted the development of machine learning and attracted the
attention of researchers and high-tech companies in relevant fields worldwide. Deep learning
extends from not only graduate courses to undergraduate courses [12] but also university laborato-
ries and top IT companies to public life. More companies will be able to solve practical problems
by deep learning technology. With the development of open source learning tools and the maturity
of the technology, an increasing number of companies and individuals will enjoy the benefits of
deep learning technology. Currently, many companies with Internet enterprises as the main body
have begun to recruit a large number of deep learning professionals and an increasing number of
hospitals and universities have also opened courses related to deep learning [13]. However, new
explorations and achievements in the field of deep learning are increasing daily. The threshold for
entry into deep learning is constantly increasing, and the application fields involved are increasing.
The needs of academia and the community have prompted hospitals and universities to offer
courses in deep learning and to export professionals in deep learning. However, currently, in
the study of information science and computer science radiologists in hospitals and universities,
there is not a practical learning and training platform specifically designed to help radiologists
systematically learn automated medical image analysis technology. As far as we know, there are
currently few relevant platforms for training experts to train and test deep learning. There is
NiftyNet [14], a deep learning platform for medical imaging, which implements an open-source
platform based on TensorFlow APIs for deep learning in the field of medical imaging. This
platform only provides three deep learning applications, including segmentation, regression, image
generation, and representation learning, as specific examples to illustrate the key features of the
platform. And our platform can first provide basic knowledge of each network, so that radiologists
who have never been exposed to deep learning before can learn. In addition, our platform provides
a complete set of systems from classification to segmentation to three-dimensional reconstruction
based on radiology images, allowing doctors to more systematically understand the knowledge of
deep learning and use it to assist in diagnosis.

Therefore, this paper proposes the basic learning, model combat, radiological training appli-
cation (BMR) concept, to design a learning and training platform for deep learning. The platform
includes the learning guidance system and the assessment training system. The combination of the
two systems constitutes a closed-loop learning guidance mode of “learning-assessment-training-
learning.” Radiologists can study deep learning frameworks [15,16], which can support their work
and improve their efficiency in diagnosing patients. In addition, the platform also includes a
medical decision support system to allow radiologists to more specifically learn the application
of deep learning. Through this system, radiologists can systematically grasp how deep learning
is applied to the medical field. The platform aims to provide radiologists with learning guidance,
online learning assessment, targeted reporting, and personalized training services for deep learning
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technology, helping learners to quickly, comprehensively and firmly master deep learning tech-
niques and to help hospitals and universities narrow the gap between the output of deep learning
talents and the standards of corporate talent demand.

2 Structure

The BMR Medical Image Analysis Platform (BMRMIA) is a deep learning evaluation and
training platform based on the concept of BMR, which aims to provide radiologists with learning
guidance, online assessment, targeted reporting and personalized training services oriented toward
deep learning technology. The BMRMIA learning and training platform has two systems: the
learning guidance system and the assessment training system, as shown in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1: Framework of the BMRMIA learning and training platform

2.1 BMR Learning Guidance System
Based on the outcome-based engineering education (OBE) model [17–21], this paper proposes

the concept of BMR pyramid-like learning guidance, which includes three kinds of abilities: basic
learning (B), model combat (M) and radiological training application (R). Among them, the basic
learning (B) part refers to providing some basic deep learning network knowledge, radiologists can
freely choose various basic networks, including network framework, basic composition, etc. Model
combat (M) means that radiologists can use some deep learning frameworks to run the network
once and save the pre-trained model. Radiology training application (R) refers to radiology
images. Experts can select one or more networks to classify, segment, and 3D reconstruction of
radiology images. The three abilities are built from the bottom up in a pyramid, each based
on the following ability, as shown in Fig. 2. This hierarchical and complementary pyramid-like
concept, which is dominated by learning guidance and ability enhancement, can help radiologists
firmly understand the basic knowledge of deep learning and the ability of model development
and project application.
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Figure 2: The concept of BMR pyramid learning guidance includes three kinds of abilities: basic
learning (B), model combat (M) and radiological training application (R)

2.1.1 The Basic Learning Layer (b)
The bottom layer of the pyramid-like concept is the basic learning layer. The bottom layer

of the pyramid-like concept is the basic learning layer. At this layer, the radiologists are quizzed
with some questions measuring their understanding of the fundamental concepts of deep learning,
question such as:

• I can master the function of each layer of CNN
• I can master 5 regularization and 7 optimization strategies in model training

Based on the student’s response, the content of the basic learning layer is developed. This
layer includes the following specific contents: (i) Mathematical foundations of deep learning. In
this section, the probability basis, common distribution, mathematical statistics and parameter
estimation required by deep learning are explained in detail. (ii) Theoretical basis of deep learning.
This section focuses on the introduction of deep learning theory, regularization, optimization
strategies and so on. It also uses acceptable and attractive teaching tools (such as JGOMAS) to
motivate radiologists to enhance their interest in learning [22]. (iii) Basis of the neural network
model. This section explains classic neural network models including neuron models, deep neu-
ral networks (DNN) [23], convolutional neural networks (CNN) [24], recurrent neural network
(RNN) [25], AlexNet [2], VGGNet [26], GoogLeNet [27], and ResNet [28]. (iv) Deep learning net-
work resources. This includes many excellent resources, such as the homepage of Professor Hinton,
the free neural network course taught by Professor Hinton on the Coursera website, and the online
tutorials offered by Professor Andrew Ng of Stanford University. (v) A guide list of papers on
deep learning. This includes classic papers on deep learning published by conferences such as the
International Conference on Machine Learning (ICML), the Conference and Workshop on Neural
Information Processing Systems (NIPS), the IEEE International Conference on Computer Vision
(ICCV), the International Conference on Acoustics, Speech and Signal Processing (ICASSP), and
the IEEE Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition (CVPR). (vi) Getting started
with python [29,30]. This section can help radiologists quickly master the use of Python 2 and
Python 3. The Python language design is simple and elegant, with high development efficiency and
rich resources. Its open source and massive technical community support have great advantages.
The evaluation indicators of the online assessment module are shown in Fig. 3.
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Figure 3: The evaluation indicators of the online assessment module. The BMRMIA learning and
training platform provides three large assessment dimensions and nine types of skills assessment
projects

2.1.2 The Model Combat Layer (m)
The middle layer of the pyramid-like concept is the model combat layer, which covers the

entire cycle of deep learning development, including the following parts: (i) The establishment of
three major mainstream deep learning open source frameworks (TensorFlow, Caffe and MXNet).
The deep learning framework mainly provides the implementation of the neural network model,
which is used for model training. (ii) Deep network model development. This part includes
one-click sample model development and custom model development. (iii) Deep network model
training. This part includes i) locally written training code, ii) package training task code, iii)
upload code and data package, iv) create training task, v) view training task. (iv) Deep network
model service. This part includes i) model export. The platform supports one-click deployment and
on-demand deployment. ii) The start server. The trained model is used to create model services
through the console to implement model deployment and provide services. iii) Create a client. The
platform supports users writing client code.

2.1.3 The Radiological Training Application Layer (R)
The top layer of the pyramid-like concept is the radiological training application layer, which

focuses on the application of deep learning technology, including specific contents as follows: (i)
Disease application services. This section guide radiologists to complete application training in
the following fields: i) Disease classification based on radiological images, ii) lesion segmentation
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based on radiological images, iii) disease progression prediction based on radiological images.
(ii) Image application services. This part guides radiologists to complete application training in
the following fields: i) Radiographic image enhancement, ii) radiographic image denoising, iii)
radiographic image 3D reconstruction.

In order to enable radiologists to master the application of deep learning more systematically,
this paper designs a 3D medical decision support system using deep learning techniques. In this
system, a data set of medical images can be provided, which is given in DICOM format, where
radiologists can learn how to read this medical image. Because ultrasound imaging has high
resolution to soft tissue structure, and real-time imaging, no pain, no ionizing radiation, the data
set in this 3D reconstruction platform is mainly ultrasound image [31,32]. In addition, this data set
gives the label, which radiologists can use to classify the disease in the medical image and segment
the lesion. When the student completes these two steps, a three-dimensional reconstruction can be
performed based on the segmented image. This three-dimensional medical decision support system
provides a GAN network for three-dimensional reconstruction to efficiently generate 3D structures
given some slices of the original image. After obtaining the results of the three-dimensional
reconstruction, the lesions can be clearly seen to assist the doctor in making diagnostic decisions
and treatments.

Through this three-dimensional medical decision support system, radiologists can systemat-
ically master the use of deep learning to deal with medical problems, so as to more deeply
understand the theory and application of deep learning. The block diagram of the 3D medical
decision support system is shown in Fig. 4.
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Figure 4: The block diagram of the 3D medical decision support system

2.2 Assessment Training System of the Platform
The assessment training system is another important part of the BMRMIA learning and

training platform. The system consists of three modules: online assessment, targeted report and
personalized training. The system not only helps radiologists accurately assess the mastery of each
link in the learning guidance system but also customizes the personalized learning and training
plan for radiologists.
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2.2.1 Module of Online Assessment
This module combines the current evaluation criteria for deep learning engineers of well-

known Internet enterprises and has led to the development of a series of quantitative evaluation
indicators for radiologists to learn automated medical image analysis technology. The BMRMIA
learning and training platform provides three large assessment dimensions and nine types of skills
assessment projects (as shown in Fig. 3). This module can accurately track the radiologists’ advan-
tages and disadvantages in basic learning, model combat, and radiological training application.
The evaluation indicators of the platform are divided as follows.

First Assessment Dimension—Basic Learning: This contains the following evaluation indica-
tors: (i) Basis of deep learning. This indicator examines the extent to which radiologists under-
stand the basic concepts, principles and relevant mathematics of deep learning. The evaluation
form of this indicator is exam problems and quiz problems, problems such as:

• What is the formula for the partial derivative of the composite function?
• What is the mathematical principle of the Dropout regularization strategy?
• Please write the mathematical derivation process of the gradient descent method.

In this regard, radiologists are required to submit answers to this exam or quiz. (ii) The
basis of the neural network. This indicator examines radiologists’ mastery of the basic concepts,
principles, technical characteristics and usage scenarios of important neural network models (such
as DNN, CNN, RNN). The evaluation form of this indicator is exam problems, and problems
such as:

• How to understand the local perception and weight sharing of CNN?
• What layers and their functions are included in LeNet-5?

In this regard, radiologists need to submit an answer. (iii) Programming fundamentals. This
indicator examines the extent to which radiologists master the fundamentals of program skills,
such as, but not limited to, Python and C++. The evaluation form of this indicator is project
assignments, such as please use python to implement CNN network to recognize handwritten
images. In the end, radiologists are required to submit project artifacts.

Second Assessment Dimension—Model Combat: This contains the following evaluation indi-
cators: (i) Model design/iteration/application. This indicator examines the extent to which radi-
ologists master the iterative development process of deep learning models and algorithms. (ii)
Engineering development and architecture. This indicator examines the extent to which radiologists
master the specific technical aspects involved in the entire life cycle of deep learning application
development. (iii) Technical document specification and code quality assurance. This indicator
examines radiologists’ ability to write standard technical documents and their awareness of code
quality assurance. The second dimension is evaluated in the form of laboratory assignments, tasks
included:

• Write a technical document of object detection method based on deep learning
• Submit the implementation code of the above document

In response, radiologists are required to submit project reports and artifacts.

Third Assessment Dimension—Radiologists Application: It contains the following evaluation
indicators: (i) Radiologists knowledge. This indicator examines the radiologists’ ability to under-
stand the transformation between radiologist’s requirements and deep learning technologies. (ii)
Development trends and current situations. This indicator examines radiologists’ ability to think
about the current situation of deep learning technology and the development of blank application
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fields. (iii) Application of deep learning. This indicator examines radiologists’ ability to solve
specific application problems with the most critical deep learning elements/technologies and their
ability to delve into the three major application areas f deep learning. The third dimension is
evaluated in the form of quiz problems and exam problems. For example, please give the best
deep learning technology solution for the medical image segmentation of brain tumors. In this
regard, radiologists are required to submit answers for an exam or quiz.

2.2.2 Module of Targeted Report
For the online assessment results, this module can generate a targeted assessment report every

time. After the student’s segmentation learning and continuous evaluation, this module can also
generate a phased ability assessment report. As shown in Fig. 5, radiologists can clearly see their
current ability assessment results and progress stage status in the report. It is convenient for
radiologists to quantitatively measure their mastery of deep learning technology and clarify the
learning objectives for the next stage.
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Figure 5: The phased ability assessment report

The evaluation grade has 4 levels, and the evaluation score is 100 points. In the total score,
the first dimension accounts for 50 points, and the second and third dimensions each account for
25 points. For the answers to exams and quizzes submitted by the radiologists, the teacher scores
the answers based on the standard answers. For the project documents and reports submitted by
radiologists, several professors of the local hospital will give subjective marks according to the
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specific quality of the products submitted. The teacher then takes the average score of these scores
as the final score of the submitted products.

2.2.3 Three-Dimensional Medical Decision Support System Testing
After passing the online evaluation module and the target reporting module, the platform

provides a complete 3D medical decision support system to systematically test the depth of
learning. In this three-dimensional decision system, radiologists first choose to read the data
module and make their own data sets based on the medical data provided by the platform. The
next module, the classification of the disease and the segmentation of the lesion, will only occur
if the data set is correctly prepared. In this module, radiologists can train and test the model,
and adjust the parameters. When the classification accuracy and the segmentation accuracy reach
a certain standard, it is assumed that the classification accuracy is set to 90% at the lowest and
the segmentation accuracy is set to 85%. This module passes the test. Go to the module below,
3D reconstruction module. In this module, the segmentation results of the previous modules are
reconstructed in three dimensions, the reconstruction results are displayed and uploaded to the
background, and the final results are scored by a professional doctor. The overall classification
accuracy and the doctor’s evaluation of the triple reconstruction result were finally used as the
final score of this test system. The flow chart of the entire test system is shown in Fig. 6 below:
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Segmentation
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Three-dimensional
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Comprehensive scoring
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Figure 6: 3D medical decision support system test flow chart

3 Results and Assessment

Prior to the establishment of the BMRMIA learning and training platform, 23 radiologists
from the school of information science and engineering of Shandong University, including 13
undergraduate radiologists and 10 graduate radiologists, were invited to participate in the Cog-
nitive Questionnaire for Deep Learning Technology. The radiologists’ understandings of deep
learning are presented in Fig. 7. Results show that more than 60% of the radiologists do not know
the basics knowledge of deep learning technology, and only less than 14% of the radiologists are
well aware of the basics of deep learning technology.
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Figure 7: Responses of the radiologists—understanding

89% of these radiologists are radiologists who have a certain understanding of deep learning.
They are asked to continue answering the current ways of understanding deep learning and the
desired ideal learning channels. The results are listed in Fig. 8, more than 70% of the radiologists
know through A and E, and only 3 of them through the ordinary deep learning platform.
However, in the desired ideal learning channel, the expectation rate of the systematic learning
platform is 79%, far exceeding the three learning channels of A, C, and D, which means the
necessity of establishing a deep learning platform. At the same time, the questionnaire also
requires radiologists to supplement the learning guidance content that the platform should have.
The answer is mainly focused on the basic theoretical part of deep learning and how to actually
apply it. Therefore, the BMRMIA learning and training platform focuses on building a basic
learning layer in the learning guidance system and a practical medical application for radiologists
through a three-dimensional medical decision support system.

A: CSDN, GitHub and other 
network 

communities or resources

B: Deep Learning Platform

C: Books

D: Related courses

E: Teachers and classmates

F: Others

Figure 8: Responses of the radiologists—actual and expected learning ways

Subsequently, the 23 radiologists were asked to conduct a two-month BMRMIA learning and
training platform experience. Online assessment modules are used to get their targeted assessment
reports, which show that their levels have improved after two months. The learner outcomes of
the platform can also be measured by a survey. In order to measure the basic skills learned by
radiologists and their satisfaction with learning expectations after using this platform, questions
included:

• I have mastered several important neural network models
• I can use Python to implement image classifiers based on deep learning
• I can systematically master the application of deep learning through a three-dimensional

medical decision support system.

The statistical results of the survey questionnaire responses are provided in Fig. 9.
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As shown in the figure, in order to assess the degree of satisfaction of radiologists with the
platform, we have divided five levels: Strongly satisfaction, Satisfaction, Unsure, Dissatisfaction
and Strongly dissatisfaction. Among them, 10% of experts expressed strong satisfaction and 88%
of experts expressed satisfaction with the learning guidance services of the platform. Another 2%
of experts were not satisfied. After consultation, the main opinions of dissatisfied experts are that
some methods are more difficult for doctors. They hope that the platform can provide some more
basic and easy-to-use algorithms to practice. These include responses from 21 radiologists over
the two-month period.
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Figure 9: Cumulative learner outcomes—satisfaction with learning expectations

4 Conclusion

It can be seen from the experimental data that the BMRMIA learning and training platform
significantly improved the learning in the two groups of graduate radiologists and undergraduates
in the field of deep learning and initially achieved the desired goal. After learning and training
on the platform, these radiologists improved the skills that they lacked, and they highly praised
the rationality and practicability of the platform. The BMRMIA learning and training platform
includes the learning guidance system and the assessment training system, which creates a good
deep learning experience for radiologists, helping radiologists to master the theoretical knowledge
and practical skills of deep learning in a hierarchical and systematic way, narrowing the gap
between the output of deep learning talents in hospitals and universities and the talent demand
standards of enterprises. And through a specific three-dimensional medical decision system to
more specifically learn the application of deep learning. However, the number of test participants
on this platform was small, and the experiments may not be able to achieve accurate predictions
of platform usage. In addition, many companies do not have uniform standards for recruiting
deep learning engineers, so there is no comprehensive measure of the effect of the platform in
narrowing the gap between university personnel training and corporate demand standards. Future
work includes the ability to extend the platform to different hospitals and universities to test the
effectiveness of the platform. It is also possible to further investigate the demand standards of
more enterprises for deep learning talent, supplement the learning guidance content and online
evaluation indicators of the platform, and provide better services for universities to cultivate deep
learning talents in hospitals and universities.
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